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The field of Nanotechnology, which aims at exploiting advances in the fabrication and controlled manipulation of nanoscale objects, is attracting worldwide attention. This attention is predicated upon the fact that obtaining early supremacy in this field of miniaturization may well be the key to dominating the world economy of the 21st century, and beyond. NanoMEMS exploits the convergence between nanotechnology and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) brought about by advances in the ability to fabricate nanometer-scale electronic and mechanical device structures. In this context, NanoMEMS-based applications will be predicated upon a multitude of physical phenomena, e.g., electrical, optical, mechanical, magnetic, fluidic, quantum effects and mixed domain.
Principles and Applications of NanoMEMS Physics presents the first unified exposition of the physical principles at the heart of NanoMEMS-based devices and applications. In particular, after beginning with a comprehensive presentation of the fundamentals and limitations of nanotechnology and MEMS fabrication techniques, the book addresses the physics germane to this dimensional regime, namely, quantum wave-particle phenomena, including, the manifestation of charge discreteness, quantized electrostatic actuation, and the Casimir effect, and quantum wave phenomena, including, quantized electrical conductance, quantum interference, Luttinger liquids, quantum entanglement, superconductivity and cavity quantum electrodynamics. Potential building blocks are also addressed for NanoMEMS applications, including, nanoelectromechanical quantum circuits and systems such as charge detectors, the which-path electron interferometer, and the Casimir oscillator, as well as a number of quantum computing implementation paradigms. Finally, NanoMEMS applications in photonics are addressed, including nanophotonic light sources and plasmonic devices.

About the Author
   
Héctor J. De Los Santos is president and CTO of NanoMEMS Research LLC in Irvine, California. He is also the author of successful RF MEMS book that Artech House published. He is a respected person within the MEMS and NEMS community
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Design Thinking for Entrepreneurs and Small Businesses: Putting the Power of Design to WorkApress, 2013

	Design Thinking for Entrepreneurs and Small Businesses: Putting the Power of Design to Work is the first book on the subject for smaller businesses.

	

	Until now, design thinking—a methodology for solving business problems and identifying opportunities—has been the playground for companies with big budgets,...
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Instant Munin Plugin StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	The real challenge of performance issues comes from trying to get to the root of the problem. Having a monitoring system set up makes your life, as a system administrator, a lot easier.


	The Instant Munin Plugin Starter is a practical, hands-on guide that teaches you how to set up and monitor your network. Through a simple...
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Mycotoxins in Food: Detection and ControlCRC Press, 2004

	Recent research has increased awareness of chemical residues and natural

	contaminants in food. At the same time, consumer concerns about food safety have

	also grown. At a national and international level this has resulted in more stringent

	imposition of new, legislative limits for a range of mycotoxins which can

	contaminate food...
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Aiaa Aerospace Design Engineers Guide (Library of Flight Series)American Institute of Aeronautics, 2003
If you have to choose what goes in your briefcase, choose this over your address book! -- Guy L. Gettle, JoyVer, Inc.     

       An indispensable reference for aerospace designers, analysts and students.
    This fifth revised and enlarged edition of this classic, indispensable, and practical guide provides a condensed...
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Programming.ArchitectureRoutledge, 2010

	Programming.Architecture is a simple and concise introduction to the history of computing and computational design, explaining the basics of algorithmic thinking and the use of the computer as a tool for design and architecture.


	Paul Coates, a pioneer of CAAD, demonstrates algorithmic thinking through projects and student...
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A Developer's Guide to Amazon SimpleDBAddison Wesley, 2010

	The Complete Guide to Building Cloud Computing Solutions with Amazon SimpleDB


	 


	Using SimpleDB, any organization can leverage Amazon Web Services (AWS), Amazon’s powerful cloud-based computing platform–and dramatically reduce the cost...
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